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Author o f Mar l a ^ o n t s s s o r 1 :Her L i f e and Wo r k , The Monte s s o r l
Re v o l u t i o n In E d u c a t i o n
, E d i t o r and c o l l a b o r a t o r o f The
Ch i l d in th e Church by M o n te a so ri and h e r f o l l o w e r s
In this essay the author - a Quaker turned Catholic
and a graduate in Zoology - develops the idea that not only
is Christian Faith NOT in opposition to Evolution, but
actually plays an Important role in its ultimate stages.

CHRISTIAN

FAITH

AND

THE

EVOLUTIONARY

PROCESS

There was a story In Punch of a man who once said to
his friend,

"I’ve just been looking up my ancestral tree, "

to which the latter laconically replied, "ReallyI and did
they throw any nuts?".

Even if they did, the problem of

evolution and m a n ’s place in it can never be solved simply by
looking up our ancestral tree; that is^ by studying the fossil
remains of the past.

Nor can the mystery be penetrated by

biological study and experiments in the present.

Strange as

it may sound the final answer is to be found in the future;
fact it is already there waiting for us.

in

For this is one of

those problems than can only be fully explained b y a fronte
and not an a tergo approach
This will become more clear as we proceed.

For the

moment let us glance back at the age-long evolutionary process
of life on this planet and note one or two of its main charac
teristics.

In the first place we note that there has taken

place a gradual passage from simpler to more complicated forms
of life.

And along with this advancing complexity* of the

organism as a whole, there came a corresponding complexity of
the nervous system;
of the sense organs.

and with that an ever increasing efficiency

This means that3as evolution proceeded, the newer forms of
life were able to contact a wider environment, able to put
themselves in touch with more diverse aspects of reality than
had been possible to their more primitive

forbears.

One has

only to compare the intelligent curiosity and varied emotional
life of a chimpanzee with that of an amoeba to realize this.
With the coming of Man on the planet there appears a form
of life which differs from the animal creation in that it
possesses the faculty of abstract reason.

By this we mean the

power to reason with abstract or universal ideas, - a faculty
not to be confused with the perceptual adaptations, vinder
immediate sensorial stimuli, as manifested by some of the higher
mammals.

At a stretch some of these might be described as

"perceptual reasoning,*1 but this phrase is really a contrad
iction in terms.
At this point we might mention - in passing - that there
are still a number of people, both within and without the
Churches, who think that the theory of evolution is contrary to
Christian teaching.

This is not true,

organism is understood,**

wThe better the living

says G. Vandobroek, Professor of

Anatomy at the Catholic University of Louvain, **the more the
notion of evolution becomes obvious** ••••.. (Essay
**God, Man and the Universe.**).

on

The late Pope Pius XII said^

**Thus the teaching of the Church leaves the doctrine of
Evolution an open question, as long as it CMPsefcRif^its
speculations to the development of

(

¿ve/r")

the human body from other living matter already in existence.”
(Humanl Generis).

What the Church does insist upon is that

the human Soul • as a spiritual principle » is immediately
created by God.

This is a view most conformable to common sense,

since the capacity to reason with abstract ideas (which are
wholly immaterial entities) of itself demands the presence of a
purely immaterial, or spiritual principle.
Twenty five centuries ago, Aristotle described man as a
”rational animal” , and his definition still holds.

In spite of

what a comparatively small group who maintain the contrary the
consensus of mankind is, and has always been of Aristotle's
opinion.

”0 God,” exclaims the disillusioned Hamlet, ”a beast

that lacks discourse of reason

would have mourned longer.”

again ”What a piece of work is man]
in apprehension how like a god I

Or

how noble in reason]

• • •

the paragon of animals.”

Or — (Hamlet once more) - ”He that made us with such large dis
course looking before and after, gave us not that capable and
god like reason to fust in us unused.”

The worst calamity that

can happen to man is to ”lose his reason,”

for without it he can

hardly be said to be a man at all in the full sense of the word.

oJUe

This capacity to ”Look before and after,”
Shelley^too^suggests —

is

an essentially human attribute.

—

as
No

animal is able to raise itself above the instinctive urges of
the presentjto gaze into ”the dark backward and abyss of time,”
or to contemplate the staggering vista of an endless eternity,

4
thus becoming aware of "intimations of immortality2Tnwhich dis
turb him with "thoughts beyond the reaches of his soul."
With man, too, there came into existence a terrestrial
being who is unique in having the power to look in upon his own
psychic life, thereby achieving self-consciousness.

Further

more - as Aristotle pointed out long ago in his famous "proofs" »
man is able by means of his great gift of reason to rise to the
contemplation of a Supreme Being, Cause and Sustainer of the
Universe.

At the very beginning, all forms of life were marine,
limited to those remote Palaeozoic oceans.

Then, after millen-

iurns of years, the range of Life was extended as the more
adventurous species came out of water to live on land.

(The

life history of each individual frog recapitulates this transit
ion epoch^in the life of its particular species).

After further

milleniums the air became conquered-,and thus a still wider and
more varied contact was set up between living forms and their
environment.
With the advent of m a n on the planet there came a sudden
and comparatively unlimited contact between this highest of living
forms and the universe around him.

Ma n has been able to wrest

their secret from the most distant stars} and has discovered
(and released) the terrific energies of the infinitely near and
little.

The s p a c e s h i p is no longer the invention of the imagin

ative writer* it is an accomplished fact.

5

Man has been able to do all this in so very brief a
time - speaking geologically «■ because by, means of the teles
cope, microscope and a host of other appliances, he has been
able to increase almost indefinitely his means to contact the
universe around him^without having to wait millions of years in
which to develop, by moans of a slow evolution, more perfect and
different sense organs^wAll this is fairly obvious.
obvious is the fact that

But what is perhaps not so

- if the same law holds good - vi,e.

if man is to evolve to a still higher form it will bring him into
touch with fresh and hitherto unknown aspects of reality.
Furthermore, in order to accomplish this he will have to be
endowed with some new means of contacting this new realltyafc^»__
just as it was the faculty of reason which enabled him to dis
cover so much in the universe which had been and still is hidden
from the lower creation.

We should a priori expect this to be

a faculty as different from reason as reason Itself was, and i s ,
different from the sense-cognition of animals.
Does such a realm of reality exist?

And has man any

possibility of acquiring the new faculty ^hlch will enable him to
contact it?
The answer to both these queries is in the affirmative.
The sphere of reality - beyond the reach of reasonjjret waiting
to be contacted - in fact the realm of revealed truth.
new faculty by which it can be apprehended is FaithJ

And the
or to

speak more accurately, Supernatural Faith.

It would be as

futile to deny the possibility of such a realm of “super
natural” knowledge with a new faculty by which to reach it^as it
would be foolish (were it possible) for an ape to deny the exist
ence of any other form of knowledge than the sort it possesses.
To enlarge for a moment on the use of the word super
natural.

It is “natural,” for instance, for a dog to wag his

tail when he is pleased;
up and read the newspaper*

but it is not natural for a dog to sit
That would, for the dog, be a

"super-natural” act, something above and beyond his nature.

It

is natural for a man - true to his nature as a rational being to follow a line of argumentJ and in so doing to come to "see”
with his intellect such a truth as Theorem of Pythagoras.
it is not natural*

But

it does not belong to his nature as man, to

believe in the doctrine of the Holy Trinity, or the Divinity of
Christ or the Virgin Birth or the Existence o f ^ f o u m

-Hell,

Such truths belong to a different order of reality than those
with which physical science d e a l s ^ t h e realm of revealed truth.
The truths of the supernatural order do not^of course, could not
in fact, contradict those with which pure reason brings us into
contact - any more than the truths reached by reason could con
tradict the facts presented to us by the senses.
Each of our faculties - sense, reason and faith - brings
us knowledge about the universe around us; but each has its
special form of apprehending it;

and as a consequence each

operates only In Its own sphere.

It would toe stupid to try and

prove the Theorem of Pythagoras, sensorlally, toy endless aVempts
to draw all the possible right-angled triangles, measuring each
one individually! because the number of such possible triangles
is infinite.

But Pythagoras was able to prove it, once for all,

in one majestic flight of reason,

(Incidentally ho was so

thrilled at this feat that he ordered a holiday and a feast for
all his retainers,).

Similarly it would be just as impossible

for anyone to expect to obtain assent to the truths of the super
natural order, such as those mentioned above, simply as the
result of reasoning^unassisted by faith.
The worlds of the natural and the aupernatural exist
side by sideband interpenetrate without confusion} just as the
case with the worlds reached by the senses and by reason.

Each

has its own phenomena with its own laws that govern them.

Just

as ether (or if you prefer it the space-time-continuum) is the
medium in which events take place in the physical order, so
supernatural Grace is the medium through, and by which, things
happen in the supernatural order.

And just as the phenomena of

the physical world are subject to a rigid system of cause and
effect, so is it equally true that law prevails in the realm of
moral action and spiritual values.

In this sense one might

compare a book like the Principla of Newton with The Sermon
on the Mount - since both are concerned with the laws that apply
in their respective spheres of reality.
in both realms.

Energies are at work

But whereas the energies with which physics

and chemistry deal are impersonal (electricity is "it" not "he"
or ttshen);

the energies that operate in the supernatural order

are personal, being the expression of self-conscious individuals
with free wills of their own.

This brings us to the last point.

Once a creature like man has appeared on the scene, endowed with
these great gifts - intellect, self-consciousness, free-will and
so on - a species has arrived in which each individual has the
powers, within limits, of deciding his own destiny, his own future
evolution.

This is because each individual is able to make his

own response to that Supreme Being Who is behind the whole age
long process of evolution.

Or, to speak theologically, because

each is free to make his own individual response to the Grace of
God.
This means that^from now on the further evolution of the
human race can no longer be a mass affair.
form of the whole species, homo sapiens.
en masse

It cannot take the
being pushed together

up the inclined p).ane of evolution, as if we were a

species of ants or apes.

Before man arrived on the scene the

t

elan vitale of evolution operated unconsclously through the
instincts implanted in each species.as ever-^ascending waves of
life came into being (or died out).

But with Man, Life has

reached a level in which her children can co-operate consciously
Ih t&S Qi^liiS plan.

The secret is out, now, what the whole

process is about, and what it is leading up to.

It is a process

to be understood, not by the Past, but by the Future, like any

other process directed Intelligently towards a final goal.
The Apostle Paul stuns It all up vividly and tersely when he says,
“The whole of Nature, as we well know, groans in common travail
all the while."

And to what end? « • • "that nature in turn

+<£ ekave in
will he set free from the tyranny of corruption, -Mt-tfeaMMSifc the
glorious freedom of the Sons of God."
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E. Mortimer Standing
(Author of "Marla Montessor1--Life and Work")

The writer of this essay was born and brought up
a Quaker. After graduating in Biology he "evolved", through
many different Weltanschauungen— including Unitarianism,
Theosophy, and Buddhism, arriving eventually at the Orth
odox Catholic Faith. Evidences of this particular "Path
to Rome" are to be found in the author*s approach to the
problem of evolution, here described from an unusual angle.
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There was a story in Punch of a man who once said to his
friend, " I ’ve Just been looking up my ancestral tree," to which
the latter laconically replied, "Really! And did they throw any
n u t s ?"

The problem of evolution and m a n ’s place in it, can

never be solved simply by looking up our ancestral trees i.e.
by studying fossil remains.

Nor can the mystery be penetrated

by carrying on biological experiments in the present.

The final

answer is to be found in the future--strange as it may sound.
It is already there waiting for us:

for this is one of those

problems that can only be fully explained by an a fronte and
not a tergo approach.
To make this more clear let us glance back for a moment at the
age-long evolutionary process of life on this planet, and note
one or two of its main characteristics.

In the first place, we

see that there has taken place a gradual change frqm simpler forms
of life to more complicated.
Along with the advancing complexity of the organism as a
whole there came a corresponding complexity of the nervous system,
and with that an ever increasing efficiency of the sense organs.
This means that, as evolution proceeded, the newer forms of life
were able to contact a wider environment, able to put themselves
in touch with new, and more diverse aspects of reality than
their more primitive forbears.

One has only to compare the

-
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intelligent curiosity and varied emotional life of a chimpanzee
with that of a slug to realize this.
With the advent of man there appears a form of life which
differs from the animal creation in that it possesses the
faculty of reason.

By this we mean the power to reason with

abstract or universal ideas.

This faculty is not to be confused

with the perceptual adaptations under immediate sensorial stimulae such as were manifested by Kohlers chimpanzees.

At a stretch

these might be described as perceptual reasoning, but such a
phrase is really a contradiction in terms.
We might mention, in passing, that there are still not a few
persons both within and out of the Church who think that the doc
trine of evolution has been contended by Theologians.
not true.

This is

"The better the living organism is understood," says

G. Vanderbroek, Professor of Anatomy and Anthropology at the
capital University of Louvaine, "the more the notion of evolution
becomes obvious"...."Make no mistake a Biologist who is not fully
possessed of facts known at the moment, has in practice no right
not to be an evolutionist if he cannot explain the facts in any
$

other way" (the' Essay of God. Maui and the Universe).
The late Pope Pius XII said, "Thus the teaching of the Churoh
leaves the doctrine of evolution an open question as long as it
confines its speculations to the development of the human body
from other living matter in existence (Humanl Generis— Paragraph

36)

What we are bound to believe is that the human soul is immediately
created by God— a view which is most conformable to reason, since
the oapacity to reason with abstract— i.e. with wholly immaterial
ideas, of Itself demands the presence of an immaterial or spiritual

- 3 -

entity.
Twenty-five centuries ago, Aristotle described man as a
animal"; and bis definition still holds.

In spite of

what a comparatively small group of Intellectuals may say to
the contrary the consensus of mankind is, and always has been,
of Aristotle*s opinion.

"0 God," exclaims the disillusioned

Hamlet, "A beast that lacks discourse of reason would have mourned
longer.”

Or again,"What a piece of work is mam! How noble in

In apprehension how like a g o d ! to fust in us unused.”
The worst calamity that can happen to a man is to "lose his reason” ,
for then he can hardly be said to be a man emy longer in the full
sense of the word.
This capacity to "look before and after" is— as Shelley too
suggests— also an essentially human attribute.

No animal is able

to raise itself above the Instinctive urges of the immediate
present and gaze into "the dark backward and abyss of time" or
contemplate the staggering vista of an endless eternity to come
to feel those intimations of immortality that trouble him with
thoughts beyond the reaches of his soul.
With man, too, there has come Into existence a being who
is unique in having the power to look in upon his own psychic
life, thereby achieving self-consciousness.

Furthermore, as

Aristotle pointed out long ago in his famous "four proofs"— a
man is able, by means of his great gift of reason, to ride to
a contemplation of the Supreme Being, First Cause and Sustainer
of the Universe.
At the very beginning all forms of life were marine, lim
ited to those remote Paleozoic oceans.

Then, after millions of

- 4 -

years, It extended its range as more adventurous species came
out of the water to live on the land.

After further mlllenlums

had passed the air was conquered, and In this way an ever-widen
ing world was contacted.
When we consider man we realize that there Is practically
no limit to the contacts he has already made or will make in the
physical universe around him.

He has wrested their secret from

the most distant stars, and has discovered (and released) the
energies in the infinitely little and near.

He has been able to

accomplish all this in so very brief a time (speaking geologically)
because by means of the telescope, microscope, and many other
appliances,he has been able to increase his power to contact
reality without having to wait millions of years in which to de
velop, by means of slow evolution, more perfect or different sense
organs.
All this is fairly obvious.

But what is perhaps not so obvious

is the fact that— if the same law holds good,— i.e. if man is
to evolve to a still higher form it will bring him into touch
with fresh and hitherto unknown aspects of reality.

Furthermore,

$

in order to accomplish this, he will have to be endowed with some
new means of contacting this new reality. Just as it was the faculty
of reason which enabled him to discover so much in the universe
which was hidden from the lower creation.

We should a priori

expect it to be a faculty as different from reason as reason itself
was, and is, different from the instinctive and sense-cognition
of animals.

Does such a realm of reality exist?

And has man any

possibility of acquiring the new faoulty whioh will enable him to
contact it?

- 5 -

The answer to both these queries is in the affirmative.
sphere of reality, beyond the reach of reason waiting
tacted, is the realm of revealed truth.

The

to be con

And the new faculty by

which it can be apprehended is faith, or to speak more accurately,
supernatural faith.

It would be as futile to deny the possibility

of such a realm of •’super-natural*’ knowledge as it would be foolish
(were it possible) for an ape to deny the existence of any other
form of knowledge than the sort it possesses.
To enlarge for a moment on the use of the word supernatural.
It is "natural’’, for instance, for a dog to wag his tail when he
is pleased; but it is not natural for a dog to sit up and read
the newspaper.

That would, for the dog, be a "supernatural" act,

something above and beyond his nature.

It Is natural

for a m a n -

true to his nature as a rational being— to follow a line of
argument, and in so doing to come to "see" with his intellect
such a truth as the theorem of Pythagoras.

(That the square on

the hypotenuse, in a-right-angled triangl«,vis equal to the sum
of the squares on the other two sides).

But it is not natural,

— it does not belong to his nature as man— to believe in the doc
trine of the Holy Trinity, or the Divinity of Christ, or the
Virgin Birth.

Such truths of the super-natural order do not of

course— could not in fact— contradict those with which pure reason
brings us into contact, any more than the truths reached by reason
could contradict the facts presented to us by the senses.

Ulti

mately even the physical sciences are based on sensorial data.
Each of our faculties— sense, reason and faith— brings us
knowledge about the world around us, but each has its s p e d a i
form of apprehending it; and consequently each operates in its
-a

-

own sphere.
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It would be stupid to try and prove the theorem

of Pythagoras sensorially by an endless attempt to draw all the
possible right-angled triangles and measure each one Individ
ually, because the number of such possible triangles is infinite.
But Pythagoras was able to do it, once for all, In one majestic
flight of reason.

(Incidentally, he was so thrilled at this feat

that he ordered a holiday and a feast for all his retainers).
Similarly it would be Just as impossible for anyone to expect
to obtain assent to the truths of the supernatural order (such
as those mentioned above) simply as the result of reasoning,
unassisted by faith.
The worlds of the natural and the supernatural exist side
by side and interpenetrate without confusion, Just as do the
worlds reached by the senses and by reason.
phenomena and its own laws that govern them.

Each has its own
Just as ether (or,

if you prefer it, the space-time-continuum) is the medium in which
events happen in the physical order, so Grace is the medium
through and by which things happen in the supernatural order.
And Just as the ^phenomena of the physical world are ‘subject to
a rigid system of cause and effect, so is it equally true that
law prevails in the spiritual realm of moral action and personal
values.

In this sense one might compare a book like the Principle

Of Newton with the Sermon

on the Mount— since both are concerned

with the laws that apply in their respective spheres of reality.
Energies are at work in both realms; but, whereas the energies
with which physics and chemistry deal are impersonal (electricity
is "it" not "he” or "she") the energies that operate in the

supernatural order are personal, being the expression of self-conscious individuals
with free wills of their own.

This brings us to the last point.

Once a creature

like man has appeared on the scene, endowed with these great gifts - intellect, selfconsciousness, free-will and so on - a species has arrived in which each individual
has the powers, within limits, of deciding his own destiny, his own future evolution.
This is because each individual is able to make his own response to that Supreme
Being Who is behind the whole age-long process of evolution.

Or, to speak theologi

cally, because each is free to make his own individual response to the Grade of God.
This means that, frm now on, the further evolution of the human race can no
longer be a mass affair.

It cannot take the form of the whole species, homo sapiens,

being pushed together en masse
a species of ants or apes.

up the inclined plane of evolution, as if we were

Before man arrived on the scene, the ¿lan Vitale of

evolution operated unconsciously through the instincts implanted in each species,
as ever-ascending waves of life came into being (or died out.)

But with Man, Life

has reached a level in which her children can cooperate consciously in the divine
plan.

The secret is out, now, what the whole process is about, and what it is lead

ing up to.

It is a process to be understood, not by the Past, but by the Future,

like any other process directed intelligently towards a final goal. The Apostle Paul
sums it up vividly and tersely when he says, "Th whole of Nature, as we well know,
groans in common travail all the while."

And to what end?..."that nature in turn

will be set free from the tyranny of corruption, to share in the glorious freedom
of the Sons of God."
E. Mortimer Standing
P.S. The author wrote this article before he became acquainted with the works of
Teilhard de Chardin. It will be seen that in some respects their views are
parallel, but differ in others.

